In this paper, we propose a new dimensionality reduction method named Discriminative Sparsity Graph Embedding (DSGE) which considers the local structure information and the global distribution information simultaneously. Firstly, we adopt the intra-class compactness constraint to automatically construct the intrinsic adjacent graph, which enhances the reconstruction relationship between the given sample and the non-neighbor samples with the same class. Meanwhile, the inter-class compactness constraint is exploited to construct the penalty adjacent graph, which reduces the reconstruction influence between the given sample and the pseudo-neighbor samples with the different classes. Then, the global distribution constraints are introduced to the projection objective function for seeking the optimal subspace which compacts intra-classes samples and alienates inter-classes samples at the same time. Extensive experiments are carried out on AR, Extended Yale B, LFW and PubFig databases which are four representative face datasets, and the corresponding experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
Introduction
In recent years, face recognition has attracted many researches for various applications in the field of artificial intelligence, such as identity authentication, age progression and human-computer interaction [1] [2] [3] . However, since the unconstrained face images captured in the real scene are influenced by illumination, posture, expression, occlusion, age and other unpredictable interference factors, the performance of face recognition is limited. At present, Sparse Representation (SR) [4, 5] and Deep Learning (DL) [6, 7] technologies have been effectively applied to unconstrained face recognition and achieved impressive results.
Considering the complexity of the DL-based algorithms, appearance-based subspace learning algorithms have attracted considerable interest due to their simplicity and desirable performance. Since unconstrained face images present a distorted nonlinear distribution in the high-dimensional sample space [8, 9] , dimensionality reduction is usually exploited to extract the accurate low-dimensional intrinsic structure embedded in the high-dimensional sample space, which not only reduces classification time but also increases the prediction accuracy and strengthens the generalization ability. Thus, dimensionality reduction is crucial for unconstrained face recognition and received tremendous attentions in past 20 years.
The classical dimensionality reduction methods represented by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [10] and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [11] have been widely utilized in various fields for the advantages of concise mathematical theory and low computational cost [12] [13] [14] . However, these (RCDA) algorithm in which the samples from the same class are coplanar and the samples from different classes are not coplanar.
These above supervised learning methods [39] [40] [41] [42] utilize the local neighborhood information of intra-class samples and inter-class samples respectively, but they ignore the global distribution information of all samples in space. In fact, researchers have shown that the global geometric structure of data sets implies useful discriminative information which is important for image identification [43, 44] . In this paper we propose a new dimensionality reduction named Discriminative Sparsity Graph Embedding (DSGE) which considers the local structure information and global distribution information simultaneously. To be specific, we make improvements on two aspects for further boosting discriminating capability and generalization ability. (1) In the procedure of adjacent graph construction, we firstly introduce the intra-class compactness constraint into the construction of intrinsic adjacent graph for enhancing the neighborhood reconstruction relationship of samples with the same class. Meanwhile the inter-class compactness constraint is also exploited in penalty adjacent graph construction for further weakening the neighborhood reconstruction influence of samples with the different classes. (2) In the process of low-dimensional projections, we respectively add the global intra-class distribution constraint and global inter-class distribution constraint into the intra-class scatter and inter-class scatter, and seek the optimal subspace by taking advantage of maximum margin criterion (MMC) [45] such that samples from the same class are more compact, while samples from different classes are more distant.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the related works. In Section 3 we describe the detailed steps of Discriminative Sparsity Graph Embedding. In Section 4 we provide the experimental results and performance analysis. Section 5 gives the conclusion.
Related works

Sparse Representation
Sparse representation is a type of signal representation method spreading after wavelet transform and multi-scale geometric analysis [31, 32] . The basic idea is to approximately represent the given sample by a linear combination of a few (sparse) atoms in an over-complete dictionary. The objective function is as follows: min α y − Dα 2 2
where y ∈ R m×1 is the given sample vector, D ∈ R m×n is the over-complete dictionary matrix, and α ∈ R n×1 is the obtained representation coefficient vector. In Equation (1), α 0 is the l 0 -norm which denotes the number of non-zero entries in the vector α. However, owing to the NP problem of l 0 -norm optimization, it is substituted with l 1 -norm and the objective function is modified as:
After obtaining the optimal representation coefficient vector
T , the label of y is finally determined as the class with the minimal reconstructive error y − Dδ i ( ∧ α) 2 as described in [31] .
identi f y(y) = arg min 
Sparsity Preserving Projections
Motivated by sparse representation, Qiao et al. [33] proposed Sparsity Preserving Projections (SPP) algorithm. The objective function is as follows:
P T x i − P T Xs i 2 2 s.t. P T XX T P = I (4) where P ∈ R m×d is the projection matrix and X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ] ∈ R m×N is the whole training set including N samples. Furthermore x i ∈ R m×1 is an arbitrary sample and s i ∈ R N×1 is the corresponding reconstruction weights which can be solved by Equation (5): 
in which X i = [x 1 , . . . , x i−1 , 0, x i+1 , . . . , x N ] ∈ R m×N is different from X which is composed of all training samples except for x i , and 1 = [1, 1, . . . , 1] T ∈ R N×1 is a vector of all ones. We utilize the constraint term 1 T s i = 1 to normalize the sparse reconstruction weights of x i . SPP adopts sparse representation as a way to automatically construct adjacent graphs which overcomes the limitation of artificially constructing adjacent graphs in the traditional manifold learning. It seeks the optimal low-dimensional subspace by maintaining the reconstruction relationship between x i and X obtained in the high-dimensional sample space. However, due to the complexity of unconstrained face images, the neighborhood reconstruction relationship residing in adjacent graph via SPP algorithm is not accurate. Figure 1 gives an example on the LFW database [46] . We randomly select one sample as x i and the remaining 99 samples as X i . The corresponding reconstruction weight s i of x i is calculated by Equation (5) . As shown in the Figure 1 , there are 100 samples participating in the reconstruction of x i , where the first 10 samples possess the same class label as x i and the remaining 90 samples have different ones. It can be seen that the reconstruction weights of some samples with different labels as x i are fairly large, such as the 29th, 39th, 48th and 65th samples, while the reconstruction weights of other samples with the same label as x i are zeros except for 4th and 8th. It means that the adjacent graph of SPP neglects some intra-class samples which are non-neighbor due to the interference of unpredictable factors in the same subject, and has the potential to connect a few inter-class samples which are pseudo-neighbor in view of similar face compositions in different subjects. 
Motivated by sparse representation, Qiao et al. [33] proposed Sparsity Preserving Projections (SPP) algorithm. The objective function is as follows: SPP adopts sparse representation as a way to automatically construct adjacent graphs which overcomes the limitation of artificially constructing adjacent graphs in the traditional manifold learning. It seeks the optimal low-dimensional subspace by maintaining the reconstruction relationship between i x and X obtained in the high-dimensional sample space. However, due to the complexity of unconstrained face images, the neighborhood reconstruction relationship residing in adjacent graph via SPP algorithm is not accurate. Figure 1 gives an example on the LFW database [46] . We randomly select one sample as i x and the remaining 99 samples as x are zeros except for 4th and 8th. It means that the adjacent graph of SPP neglects some intra-class samples which are non-neighbor due to the interference of unpredictable factors in the same subject, and has the potential to connect a few inter-class samples which are pseudo-neighbor in view of similar face compositions in different subjects. 
Discriminative Sparsity Graph Embedding
As described in the aforementioned analysis, SPP ignores the label information of samples and cannot well exhibit the local neighborhood relationship of adjacent graph. Although a few improved algorithms [39] [40] [41] [42] have been proposed, their performance is still limited. In this paper, we propose a DSGE which consists of two improvements on adjacent graph construction and low dimensional projection, respectively. In the following section, we explain the implementation process of the above two improvements in detail.
Adjacent Graph Construction
Let X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X c ] ∈ R m×N be the whole training set and X i ∈ R m×n i denote the ith subset including n i training samples. We first construct the intrinsic adjacent graph G I = {X, Λ w } with the intra-class weight matrix Λ w by the following objective function:
where x ij is the jth sample selected in the ith subset and l(x ij ) denotes the class label of
is composed of all samples from X i except for x ij , and the obtained θ w ij ∈ R n i ×1 is the corresponding intra-class reconstruction weight of x ij . To avoid the omission of non-neighbor samples from the same class in the intrinsic adjacent graph, we additionally add the intra-class compactness constraint Γ l(x ij ) in Equation (6) which is represented as the average value of intra-class reconstruction weights of all samples belonging to X i . It can further enhance the reconstruction relationship between x ij and the remaining samples in the subset X i .
Zhang et al. [47] have demonstrated that l 2 -norm regularization can obtain similar results as l 1 -norm regularization but is much less time consuming. Hence in the procedure of sparse regularization, we substitute l 1 -norm with l 2 -norm as shown in Equation (6) . Meanwhile, since θ w ij and Γ l(x ij ) are highly interrelated, we adopt a rapid optimization algorithm of Equation (6) rather than traditional alternating algorithm [48] , which is exhibited in detail as follows: Iteration k = 1. Output: The optimum intra-class reconstruction weight θ w * i j
Step 1: Successively calculate the intra-class reconstruction weights θ w i j (k) of all samples belonging to the ith subset by the following function which is derived from Equation (6) (j = 1, 2, . . . , n i ).
Step 2: Calculate the intra-class compactness constraint Γ
Step 3:
and return to Step 1.
After getting the intra-class reconstruction weights θ w ij of all samples from the ith subset X i , we assign them into the sub-matrix denoted herein as Θ
] ∈ R n i ×n i , and the intra-class weight matrix of the whole training set X is represented as: 
where X l(x ij ) = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X i−1 , X i+1 , . . . , X c ] ∈ R m×(N−n i ) which excludes X i . For further weakening the reconstruction relationship between x ij and other samples with the different classes, we also adopt the inter-class compactness constraint Γ
in Equation (9) which is equal to the average value of inter-class reconstruction weights of all samples in the subset X i . The optimal inter-class reconstruction weights θ b * ij are computed via the similar procedure as that of Equation (6).
Algorithm 2 The inter-class reconstruction weight optimization algorithm (Solving Equation (9))
Input: Any sample x i j ∈ R m×1 and its inter-class reconstruction dictionary X l(x i j ) ∈ R m×(N−n i ) . Set the initial inter-class compactness constraint Γ Step 1: Successively calculate the inter-class reconstruction weights θ b i j (k) of all samples belonging to the ith subset by the following function which is derived from Equation (9) 
In view of expediently representing the inter-class weight matrix, we extend θ b ij to N-dimensional
T ∈ R N×1 , and the inter-class reconstruction weight sub-matrix of X i is expressed as:
So the inter-class weight matrix of the whole training set X is straightforward represented as:
Objective Function of DSGE
As the previous discussion, while maintaining the local structure of intra-class and inter-class samples, DSGE introduces the global intra-class distribution constraint X w to intra-class scatter S w and the global inter-class distribution constraint X b to inter-class scatter S b to compact the same class samples and alienate the different class samples, respectively. Here, we design the cost functions as follows:
where α w ji ∈ Λ w describes the reconstruction relationship between x i and x j which belongs to the same class. β b ji ∈ B b represents the reconstruction relationship between x i and x j which belongs to the different classes. In Equation (13) the global intra-class distribution constraint is defined as
where X i is the average matrix of X i . Similarly in Equation (14), the global inter-class distribution constraint is represented by
where X is the average matrix of all training samples. Equation (13) can be formulated as:
where
Similarly, Equation (14) can be computed as:
Motivated by the idea of MMC, we maximize intra-class scatter S w and minimize inter-class scatter S b at the same time. The final objective function of DSGE as follows:
Substituting Equations (15) and (16) into Equation (17), we can get
By using the Lagrangian multiplier method, in the condition of P T P = I, the optimal projection matrix P ∈ R m×d is calculated by the following eigen equation:
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We select the corresponding eigenvectors of the top d eigenvalues and get the optimal projection matrix Figure 2 illustrates the results of two-dimensional projection by SPP [33] , DSNPE [39] , and the proposed DSGE respectively on the Extended Yale B database. As can be seen, the corresponding projection subsets of four different individuals randomly selected from the database are the least distant based on SPP algorithm. Furthermore, there are some intersections across subsets as shown in Figure 2a . In Figure 2b , the layout of samples of DSNPE is better than that of SPP, but the distribution of samples in each subset is still not compact enough. As depicted in Figure 2c , the proposed DSGE algorithm makes the samples of the same class as compact as possible, and keep the samples of different classes as distant as possible. So it can be seen that DSGE has the optimum projection performance which facilitates the succeeding classification task. proposed DSGE algorithm makes the samples of the same class as compact as possible, and keep the samples of different classes as distant as possible. So it can be seen that DSGE has the optimum projection performance which facilitates the succeeding classification task. 
Unconstrained Face Recognition Based on DSGE
In this paper, our proposed DSGE algorithm is applied to unconstrained face recognition for dimensionality reduction. The specific steps are as follows:
Step 1. Calculate the intra-class reconstruction weight w ij θ and the inter-class reconstruction weight b ij θ of each sample by Equation (6) and Equation (9) respectively;
Step 2. Compute the intra-class weight matrix w Λ and the inter-class weight matrix b Β by Equation (8) and Equation (12), respectively;
Step 3. Select the corresponding eigenvectors of the top d eigenvalues, which is calculated by Equation (19) , and construct the optimal low-dimensional projection matrix
Step 4. Map training samples and test samples to the corresponding low-dimensional manifold subspaces respectively by the following formulas:
Step 5. Adopt the low dimensional subspace of training samples train y to train classifier, and employ test sample test y to verify the identification performance.
Experiments and Analysis
To fully verify the effectiveness of the proposed DSGE algorithm, we conducted extensive experiments on two categories of face databases. One includes the AR database [49] and the Extended Yale B database [50] which are captured in strictly controlled environments, the other contains the LFW database [46] and the PubFig database [51] which are collected in real environments. PCA [10] was applied as a preprocessing step for avoiding matrix singularity, and 98% of the image energy is retained.
Experiments on the AR Database
The AR database contains over 4000 frontal-view face images of 126 individuals with different facial expressions, lighting conditions, and occlusions (including sunglasses and scarves). These images were collected under strictly controlled experimental conditions. In this section, we selected 3120 images of 120 individuals (65 males and 55 females) which were taken in two sessions 
Unconstrained Face Recognition Based on DSGE
Step 1. Calculate the intra-class reconstruction weight θ w ij and the inter-class reconstruction weight θ b ij of each sample by Equations (6) and (9) respectively;
Step 2. Compute the intra-class weight matrix Λ w and the inter-class weight matrix B b by Equations (8) and (12), respectively;
Step 5. Adopt the low dimensional subspace of training samples y train to train classifier, and employ test sample y test to verify the identification performance.
Experiments and Analysis
To fully verify the effectiveness of the proposed DSGE algorithm, we conducted extensive experiments on two categories of face databases. One includes the AR database [49] and the Extended Yale B database [50] which are captured in strictly controlled environments, the other contains the LFW database [46] and the PubFig database [51] which are collected in real environments. PCA [10] was applied as a preprocessing step for avoiding matrix singularity, and 98% of the image energy is retained. 
Experiments on the AR Database
The AR database contains over 4000 frontal-view face images of 126 individuals with different facial expressions, lighting conditions, and occlusions (including sunglasses and scarves). These images were collected under strictly controlled experimental conditions. In this section, we selected 3120 images of 120 individuals (65 males and 55 females) which were taken in two sessions (separated by two weeks), and each session of one individual contains 13 face images in which the first four images are interfered by expression, the fifth to seventh images are influenced by light conditions, and the remaining six images have occlusion interference factors (three images with sunglass and three images with scarf). Figure 3 provides some samples of one individual in two sessions and the face portion of each image was normalized to 50 × 40 pixels. In this section, we do three experiments for proving the effectiveness of DSGE on the AR database. sessions and the face portion of each image was normalized to 50×40 pixels. In this section, we do three experiments for proving the effectiveness of DSGE on the AR database. Experiment 1: We first evaluated the effectiveness of DSGE against the interference of expression change and light condition of facial images on the AR database. In this experiment, we selected seven images without occlusions in session one for training, and choose the corresponding seven images in session two for testing. Since the training samples and testing samples were selected from two different sessions, the influence of time variation residing in facial images still needs to be considered. We respectively used LDA [11] , LPP [22] , NPE [23] , SPP [33] , DSNPE [39] , DP-NFL [52] , SRC-DP [53] and the proposed DSGE for dimensionality reduction respectively, and exploited SRC classifier for face recognition, in which L1-Ls [54] was adopted to calculate the sparse representation coefficients. The recognition rate of each method and the corresponding dimension are listed in Table 1 . In detail DSGE achieved the best performance with 12.74%, 10.24%, 8.69%, 9.17%, 1.31%, 5.58% and 2.18% improvements over LDA, LPP, NPE, SPP, DSNPE, DP-NFL and SRC-DP, respectively. Thus it can be seen that DSGE was not only unaffected by the interference of facial expression and light condition, but also effectively overcame the influence of time variation on human face.
Meanwhile, we randomly selected the total seven images without occlusions in session one and session two for training, and the remaining seven images for testing. Figure 4 gives the maximal recognition rate versus the variation of dimension. From it, we can see that DSGE outperformed other methods when the dimension is larger than 30. Therefore DSGE is insensitive to variations of dimension and can well characterize the discriminative structure of facial images disturbed by facial expression, light condition and time variation. Experiment 1: We first evaluated the effectiveness of DSGE against the interference of expression change and light condition of facial images on the AR database. In this experiment, we selected seven images without occlusions in session one for training, and choose the corresponding seven images in session two for testing. Since the training samples and testing samples were selected from two different sessions, the influence of time variation residing in facial images still needs to be considered. We respectively used LDA [11] , LPP [22] , NPE [23] , SPP [33] , DSNPE [39] , DP-NFL [52] , SRC-DP [53] and the proposed DSGE for dimensionality reduction respectively, and exploited SRC classifier for face recognition, in which L1-Ls [54] was adopted to calculate the sparse representation coefficients. The recognition rate of each method and the corresponding dimension are listed in Table 1 . In detail DSGE achieved the best performance with 12.74%, 10.24%, 8.69%, 9.17%, 1.31%, 5.58% and 2.18% improvements over LDA, LPP, NPE, SPP, DSNPE, DP-NFL and SRC-DP, respectively. Thus it can be seen that DSGE was not only unaffected by the interference of facial expression and light condition, but also effectively overcame the influence of time variation on human face.
Meanwhile, we randomly selected the total seven images without occlusions in session one and session two for training, and the remaining seven images for testing. Figure 4 gives the maximal recognition rate versus the variation of dimension. From it, we can see that DSGE outperformed other methods when the dimension is larger than 30. Therefore DSGE is insensitive to variations of dimension and can well characterize the discriminative structure of facial images disturbed by facial expression, light condition and time variation. Experiment 2: We further demonstrated the effectiveness of DSGE against the interference of real occlusion on the AR database. In this experiment, we assessed it from three aspects. (1) Sunglass occlusion. We selected seven images without occlusion and one image with sunglass in session one for training, and choose seven images without occlusion in session two and the remaining five images with sunglass in session one and session two for testing. (2) Scarf occlusion. The selection of samples is similar to the above. We selected seven images without occlusion and one image with scarf in session one for training, and choose seven images without occlusion in session two and the remaining five images with scarf in session one and session two for testing. (3) Mixed occlusion of sunglass and scarf. We selected seven images without occlusion and one image with sunglass and one image with scarf in session one for training, and choose the remaining images in session one and the whole images in session two for testing. Table 2 presents the recognition rate of these methods under three real occlusion conditions. Although the performance of DSGE is slightly lower than that of SRC-DP under sunglass occlusion and scarf occlusion, it outperforms all the other methods by more than 2% under the mixed occlusion. Therefore it can be seen that DSGE is more conducive to obtaining the intrinsic manifold structure embedded in the mixed occlusion images. Experiment 3: We comprehensively assessed the performance of DSGE against all the interference including facial expression, light condition, real occlusion and time variation on the AR database. In this experiment we randomly selected the total 13 images in session one and session two for training, and choose the remaining 13 images for testing. We repeated this process 10 times by using 1NN classifier and SVM classifier respectively, and then obtained the experimental results as shown in Table 3 . From it, we can see that DSGE was still superior to other methods which means that the proposed DSGE was free from the influence of mixed interference factors, and can well characterize the underlying manifold structure of data. Experiment 2: We further demonstrated the effectiveness of DSGE against the interference of real occlusion on the AR database. In this experiment, we assessed it from three aspects. (1) Sunglass occlusion. We selected seven images without occlusion and one image with sunglass in session one for training, and choose seven images without occlusion in session two and the remaining five images with sunglass in session one and session two for testing. (2) Scarf occlusion. The selection of samples is similar to the above. We selected seven images without occlusion and one image with scarf in session one for training, and choose seven images without occlusion in session two and the remaining five images with scarf in session one and session two for testing. (3) Mixed occlusion of sunglass and scarf. We selected seven images without occlusion and one image with sunglass and one image with scarf in session one for training, and choose the remaining images in session one and the whole images in session two for testing. Table 2 presents the recognition rate of these methods under three real occlusion conditions. Although the performance of DSGE is slightly lower than that of SRC-DP under sunglass occlusion and scarf occlusion, it outperforms all the other methods by more than 2% under the mixed occlusion. Therefore it can be seen that DSGE is more conducive to obtaining the intrinsic manifold structure embedded in the mixed occlusion images. Experiment 3: We comprehensively assessed the performance of DSGE against all the interference including facial expression, light condition, real occlusion and time variation on the AR database. In this experiment we randomly selected the total 13 images in session one and session two for training, and choose the remaining 13 images for testing. We repeated this process 10 times by using 1NN classifier and SVM classifier respectively, and then obtained the experimental results as shown in Table 3 . From it, we can see that DSGE was still superior to other methods which means that the proposed DSGE was free from the influence of mixed interference factors, and can well characterize the underlying manifold structure of data. 
Experiments on the Extended Yale B Database
The Extended Yale B database contains 2414 frontal-face images of 38 individuals with different light conditions. Each individual had about 64 images. These images were resized to 32 × 32 pixels, and some samples of one person are shown in Figure 5 . In this section, we did two experiments for evaluating the performance of DSGE on the Extended Yale B database.
Experiment 1: First, for proving the effectiveness of DSGE against the interference of illumination with different degrees on the Extended Yale B database, we randomly selected N images of each individual as training samples, and the remaining 64-N images were used as test samples. In this experiment, the value of N is 10, 20 or 30. In order to facilitate the comparison with the state-of-the-art algorithm named GRSDA [41] , we adopted the nearest neighbor classifier with the identical settings as GRSDA to conduct experiments. The best recognition rate of each method and the corresponding dimension are listed in Table 4 . It should be noted that the experimental results of methods except for DSGE in Table 4 are all cited from Ref [41] . From it, we observed that whether the number of training samples is 10, 20 or 30, DSGE was always superior to the other methods and it outperformed GRSDA by 6.58%, 6.25% and 4.79% respectively. This demonstrates that the proposed DSGE has the ability of eliminating the interference of light change and is insensitive to the number of training samples. 
Experiment 1: First, for proving the effectiveness of DSGE against the interference of illumination with different degrees on the Extended Yale B database, we randomly selected N images of each individual as training samples, and the remaining 64-N images were used as test samples. In this experiment, the value of N is 10, 20 or 30. In order to facilitate the comparison with the state-of-the-art algorithm named GRSDA [41] , we adopted the nearest neighbor classifier with the identical settings as GRSDA to conduct experiments. The best recognition rate of each method and the corresponding dimension are listed in Table 4 . It should be noted that the experimental results of methods except for DSGE in Table 4 are all cited from Ref [41] . From it, we observed that whether the number of training samples is 10, 20 or 30, DSGE was always superior to the other methods and it outperformed GRSDA by 6.58%, 6.25% and 4.79% respectively. This demonstrates that the proposed DSGE has the ability of eliminating the interference of light change and is insensitive to the number of training samples. Experiment 2: For further demonstrating the effectiveness of DSGE against occlusion on the Extended Yale B database, we randomly selected 14 images of each individual and added noise occlusion block with black and white dots with random distribution. The location of noise occlusion block was random and the ratio of size between noise occlusion block and original image was also random where the ratio parameter ranged from 0.05 to 0.15. Some occlusion samples of one person are depicted in Figure 6 . In this section, we did the following experiments by two cases. (1) We randomly selected 32 images per person which included 14 images with noise occlusion block, and the remaining images for testing. (2) We randomly selected 32 images per person which contained seven images with noise occlusion block, and the remaining images for testing. All experiments in Experiment 2: For further demonstrating the effectiveness of DSGE against occlusion on the Extended Yale B database, we randomly selected 14 images of each individual and added noise occlusion block with black and white dots with random distribution. The location of noise occlusion block was random and the ratio of size between noise occlusion block and original image was also random where the ratio parameter ranged from 0.05 to 0.15. Some occlusion samples of one person are depicted in Figure 6 . In this section, we did the following experiments by two cases. (1) We randomly selected 32 images per person which included 14 images with noise occlusion block, and the remaining images for testing. (2) We randomly selected 32 images per person which contained seven images with noise occlusion block, and the remaining images for testing. All experiments in each case were conducted by 1NN classifier and SVM classifier respectively, and were repeated 10 times. The experimental results are shown in Table 5 . From it, we observed that despite the location and size of noise occlusion block in facial images being random, the performance of DSGE was still not affected. By using the 1NN classifier and SVM classifier in the first case, the average accuracy and standard deviation of DSGE were 94.84 ± 1.82% and 95.96 ± 0.87%, respectively, which ranked the highest. When reducing the number of occlusion images, such as in case two, the recognition accuracy of DSGE also increased and still preserved optimal performance. Therefore, DSGE had the superior capacity against the interference of occlusion block whether on the 1NN classifier or SVM classifier.
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Experiments on the LFW and PubFig Databases
The Labeled Faces in the Wild database (LFW database) [46] is a challenging unconstrained face database which is collected from the Internet. It has a total of 13,233 facial images from 5749 different individuals, of which 4069 individuals only have a single image. To perform face recognition, in this section we constructed a new subset by gathering the subjects which had more than 20 samples from the original LFW database. The new subset had a total of 3023 facial images. Since these images are taken in completely real environments with non-cooperative subjects, there were complex backgrounds and some non-target subjects in the captured images. We adopted the face detection algorithm proposed in [58] to remove the interference of background and non-target subjects and croped images into 128 × 128 pixels. Some samples of one person are illustrated in Figure 7 . The PubFig database [51] is similar to the LFW database which is also collected from the Internet including 58,797 images of 200 different individuals. In our experiments, we randomly selected 99 individuals from the original database and chose 20 images of each individual to construct a new subset, of which 10 images were for training and the remaining images for testing. 
The Labeled Faces in the Wild database (LFW database) [46] is a challenging unconstrained face database which is collected from the Internet. It has a total of 13,233 facial images from 5749 different individuals, of which 4069 individuals only have a single image. To perform face recognition, in this section we constructed a new subset by gathering the subjects which had more than 20 samples from the original LFW database. The new subset had a total of 3023 facial images. Since these images are taken in completely real environments with non-cooperative subjects, there were complex backgrounds and some non-target subjects in the captured images. We adopted the face detection algorithm proposed in [58] to remove the interference of background and non-target subjects and croped images into 128 × 128 pixels. Some samples of one person are illustrated in Figure 7 . each case were conducted by 1NN classifier and SVM classifier respectively, and were repeated 10 times. The experimental results are shown in Table 5 . From it, we observed that despite the location and size of noise occlusion block in facial images being random, the performance of DSGE was still not affected. By using the 1NN classifier and SVM classifier in the first case, the average accuracy and standard deviation of DSGE were 94.84 ± 1.82% and 95.96 ± 0.87%, respectively, which ranked the highest. When reducing the number of occlusion images, such as in case two, the recognition accuracy of DSGE also increased and still preserved optimal performance. Therefore, DSGE had the superior capacity against the interference of occlusion block whether on the 1NN classifier or SVM classifier. 
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Experiments on the LFW and PubFig Databases
The Labeled Faces in the Wild database (LFW database) [46] is a challenging unconstrained face database which is collected from the Internet. It has a total of 13,233 facial images from 5749 different individuals, of which 4069 individuals only have a single image. To perform face recognition, in this section we constructed a new subset by gathering the subjects which had more than 20 samples from the original LFW database. The new subset had a total of 3023 facial images. Since these images are taken in completely real environments with non-cooperative subjects, there were complex backgrounds and some non-target subjects in the captured images. We adopted the face detection algorithm proposed in [58] to remove the interference of background and non-target subjects and croped images into 128 × 128 pixels. Some samples of one person are illustrated in Figure 7 . The PubFig database [51] is similar to the LFW database which is also collected from the Internet including 58,797 images of 200 different individuals. In our experiments, we randomly selected 99 individuals from the original database and chose 20 images of each individual to construct a new subset, of which 10 images were for training and the remaining images for testing. The PubFig database [51] is similar to the LFW database which is also collected from the Internet including 58,797 images of 200 different individuals. In our experiments, we randomly selected 99 individuals from the original database and chose 20 images of each individual to construct a new subset, of which 10 images were for training and the remaining images for testing. Similarly we also exploited the face detection method proposed in [58] to preprocess images and the size of cropped facial image was 128 × 128 pixels as shown in Figure 8 .
Similarly we also exploited the face detection method proposed in [58] In this section, we also conducted three experiments to further demonstrate the effectiveness of DSGE on two challenging facial databases. On the LFW and PubFig databases, we all randomly selected 10 images for training and reserved the remaining images for testing.
Experiment 1: We adopted PCA [10] , LDA [11] , NPE [23] , LSDA [59] , SPP [33] , DSNPE [30] and our proposed DSGE for dimension reduction and exploit the SRC classifier for recognition. The recognition rate curve of each method versus the variation of dimensions is presented in Figure 9 , and Table 6 lists the optimum accuracy of each method and the corresponding dimension. From them, we made observations that DSGE was always superior to the other methods regardless of the variation of dimension. More precisely, on the basis of the optimal dimension, the maximal recognition rates of DSGE on the LFW database and PubFig database were 64.84% and 37.88% respectively. It outperformed the second-placed LSDA (or LPP) by 8.54% on the LFW database, and surpassed the second-placed DSNPE by 3.53% on the PubFig database. Thus it can be seen that the performance of DSGE was not influenced by the variations of dimension and has absolute advantage in characterizing the discriminative manifold structure of unconstrained face images which are collected from completely real environments. In this section, we also conducted three experiments to further demonstrate the effectiveness of DSGE on two challenging facial databases. On the LFW and PubFig databases, we all randomly selected 10 images for training and reserved the remaining images for testing.
Experiment 1: We adopted PCA [10] , LDA [11] , NPE [23] , LSDA [59] , SPP [33] , DSNPE [30] and our proposed DSGE for dimension reduction and exploit the SRC classifier for recognition. The recognition rate curve of each method versus the variation of dimensions is presented in Figure 9 , and Table 6 lists the optimum accuracy of each method and the corresponding dimension. From them, we made observations that DSGE was always superior to the other methods regardless of the variation of dimension. More precisely, on the basis of the optimal dimension, the maximal recognition rates of DSGE on the LFW database and PubFig database were 64.84% and 37.88% respectively. It outperformed the second-placed LSDA (or LPP) by 8.54% on the LFW database, and surpassed the second-placed DSNPE by 3.53% on the PubFig database. Thus it can be seen that the performance of DSGE was not influenced by the variations of dimension and has absolute advantage in characterizing the discriminative manifold structure of unconstrained face images which are collected from completely real environments. Similarly we also exploited the face detection method proposed in [58] to preprocess images and the size of cropped facial image was 128 × 128 pixels as shown in Figure 8 . In this section, we also conducted three experiments to further demonstrate the effectiveness of DSGE on two challenging facial databases. On the LFW and PubFig databases, we all randomly selected 10 images for training and reserved the remaining images for testing. Experiment 2: For further evaluating the performance of DSGE on different classifiers, we also repeated the above experiment by 1NN classifier and SVM classifier respectively, in which the selected dimension of each method was identical with that in the SRC classifier as depicted in Table 6 . The corresponding experimental results are presented in Tables 7 and 8 . From them, we made two observations:
(1) The recognition rates of DSGE were respectively 48.94%, 60.55% and 64.84 by successively adopting 1NN classifier, SVM classifier and SRC classifier on the LFW database, which were consistently higher than those of other methods. In the same way, DSGE still outperformed the other methods regardless of which classifier is used on the PubFig database. Thereby we make conclusion that on the two challenging unconstrained face databases the performance of DSGE is not affected by the selection of classifier. Meanwhile whichever classifier is exploited, DSGE still maintains the best performance.
(2) The average value and standard deviation of recognition rates on three classifiers are shown in the last columns of Tables 7 and 8 , which can evaluate the adaptability and stability of methods on different classifiers. From them, we can see that the average recognition rate of DSGE on the LFW database is 58.11% which was the maximum, and the standard deviation of recognition rate of DSGE is 8.23% which was the minimum. Similarly, the average recognition rate of DSGE on the PubFig database is still maximal, while the standard deviation of recognition rate of DSGE is slightly higher than that of SPP. Since the average value is larger, the performance of method is more superior, conversely, the smaller the standard deviation is, the more stable the performance of method is. In view of the above results, we conclude that the performance of DSGE is not only unaffected by the selected classifier but also has better stability which does not greatly fluctuate with the classifier. Experiment 3: Apart from the accuracy of face recognition, the computational cost is also another important issue for each method. Since these methods belonging to Sparse Graph Embedding Framework (SGEF), such as SPP, DSNPE and the proposed DSGE algorithm are all needed to construct adjacent graphs by using sparse regularization optimization algorithms [54] , their computational cost is much larger than that of the classical dimensional reduction algorithms, for example PCA, LDA, LSDA, LPP and NPE. Therefore in this section we mainly discuss the computational cost of SSP, DSNPE and our proposed DSGE algorithm which include the sparse adjacent graph construction time t C and the low-dimensional projection time t P . All the experiments were conducted by using Matlab R2013a software on the 2.50 GHz Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-2450M CPU with 4GB RAM. The experimental results on the LFW database and PubFig database are listed in Table 9 respectively. We made the following observations:
(1) As shown in Table 9 , the low-dimensional projection time t P of SPP, DSNPE and DSGE on the LFW database and PubFig database is far less than the sparse adjacent graph construction time t C of them. For example, on the LFW database, the sparse adjacent graph construction time of SPP is 507.04 s, while the low-dimensional projection time is only 0.05 s. The value of t C is about 10,000 times as long as that of t P by SPP algorithm. Meanwhile the t C and t P of other methods also present the similar relationship. Therefore we consider that the computational complexity of SPP, DSNPE and DSGE mainly concentrates on the stage of sparse adjacent graph construction, while the running time of low-dimensional projection can be neglected.
(2) As illustrated in the last row of Table 9 , the low-dimensional projection time t P of SPP, DSNPE and DSGE are fairly close, with values that fluctuate around 0.1 s on the two databases. This explains that no matter how different the theories of methods are, the running time of low-dimensional projection is similar. Hence, it is appropriate to exploit the running time of sparse adjacent graph construction to measure the computational cost of methods.
(3) Further analyzing the experimental results illustrated in the first row of Table 9 , we find that the sparse adjacent graph construction time t C of DSGE is about 13 times faster than that of SPP, and is about five times faster than that of DSNPE on the LFW database. Similarly on the PubFig database, DSGE also provides the least computational complexity. The main reason is that SPP constructs the sparse adjacent graph based on the whole training samples, whereas those of DSNPE and DSGE are respectively constructed by the intra-class training samples and the inter-class training samples. Hence SPP consumes more time in contrast to DSNPE and DSGE. Meanwhile, in this paper we respectively adopt the intra-class reconstruction weight optimization algorithm and the inter-class reconstruction weight optimization algorithm (described in Section 3.1) to directly calculate the intra-class reconstruction weight and the inter-class reconstruction weight of DSGE which greatly reduces the running time of sparse adjacent graph construction. Therefore compared to DSNPE, DSGE still has competitive advantage in computational cost. In conclusion our proposed DSGE algorithm greatly reduces the computational complexity without sacrificing accuracy or quality and provides a new research idea for the following practical application. 
Comparison with Deep Learning Algorithms
In the above sections we have carried out many experiments on the unconstrained face databases to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method compared to the traditional subspace learning algorithms, such as LPP [22] , NPE [23] , SPP [33] and DSNPE [39] etc. However, as we all know, in recent years Deep Learning (DL) technology has already attracted widespread attentions due to its superior performance in many practical applications, such as face recognition [6, 7] , object tracking [60, 61] , image restoration [62, 63] , pose estimation [64, 65] , etc. Hence, in this section we also further compare the performance between DL-based algorithms and our proposed DSGE method, and analyze the advantages of using DSGE algorithm in the unconstrained face recognition. The experiments were still conducted on two challenging unconstrained face databases, i.e., LFW database and PubFig database, and the selections of training samples were identical to those in Section 4.3.
Experiment 1: For comparing with the experimental results of DL-based algorithms presented in [5] conveniently, we conducted the experiment on the PubFig 83 dataset [66] which was used in [5] . In detail, PubFig 83 dataset is the subset of PubFig database and has 13,002 face images (8720 training samples and 4282 testing samples) representing 83 individuals. In this experiment, the input data of DSGE method is the 1536-dimensional features [66] which are identical with the experimental settings of [5] . Table 10 lists the corresponding experimental results, in which the recognition rates of DeepLDA [67] , Alexnet [68] , VGG [69] , MPDA [70] and LDA [71] are all directly quoted from [5] . We make observations that:
(1) It is obvious that VGG achieves the highest accuracy compared to the non-DL-based algorithms, as well as the other two DL-based algorithms, i.e., Alexnet and DeepLDA. Alexnet and DeepLDA are directly trained by 8720 images, while VGG is conducted with a pre-trained model, which result in a better performance. Thus we find that DL-based algorithms need massive training samples or pre-trained model to achieve superior performance.
(2) As shown in Table 10 , Alexnet and DeepLDA also perform worse than the non-deep learning methods, such as MDPA, LDA and our proposed DSGE. Especially, the recognition rate of Alexnet is 17.13% lower than that of DSGE, and the recognition rate of DeepLDA is 36.78% lower than that of DSGE. This further demonstrates that in the case of small-sample learning, DL-based algorithms have limitations. In the same way, without regard to DL-based algorithms, compared with the other two subspace learning methods, i.e., MDPA and LDA, our proposed DSGE method can still obtain the highest accuracy on the PubFig 83 dataset. Thus we conclude that our proposed DSGE method is more conducive to obtaining the discriminative manifold structure of unconstrained face images based on its improvements. Furthermore, in the condition of limited samples and limited computing resources, DSGE also can present certain advantages compared to DL-based algorithms. 
Method
Recognition Rate (%)
DeepLDA [67] 44.35 Alexnet [68] 64.00 VGG [69] 96.25 LDA [71] 77.95 MPDA [70] 67.89 DSGE 81. 13 Experiment 2: For further evaluating the effectiveness of DL-based features, we first adopted Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor [72] and VGG [69] to extract image features of LFW and PubFig databases respectively, and then employed them into sparse graph embedding methods for unconstrained face recognition. The corresponding experimental results are shown in Table 11 . From it we can see that:
(1) Whether adopting the hand-craft features (HOG features) or the DL-based features (VGG features) into sparse graph embedding methods, i.e., SPP, DSNPE and our proposed DSGE, their recognition performances all have been significantly improved. For example, on the LFW database, the recognition rates of pixel-based methods do not exceed 70%, while those of feature-based methods all exceed 80%. Thus we conclude that the features of images are more discriminative than the original images. It is more conductive to improve the unconstrained face recognition accuracy by combining feature representations with sparse graph embedding methods.
(2) As mentioned above, the feature-based methods outperform the pixel-based methods, but there is still some performance difference between them. For example, on the PubFig database, the recognition rate of DSGE-HOG is far lower than that of DSGE-VGG, despite that it outperforms DSGE-pixels by 13.64%. Thus we find that compared to the hand-craft features, DL-based features are more accurate and more discriminative.
(3) Finally, as shown in Table 11 , in the condition of adopting VGG features, our proposed DSGE still outperforms other methods. In detail, DSGE-VGG outperforms SPP-VGG and DSNPE-VGG by 0.04% and 0.37% on the LFW database, and it outperforms SPP-VGG and DSNPE-VGG by 3.43% and 0.91% on the PubFig database. Thus we conclude that DSGE still has the optimal performance. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an effective dimensionality reduction method, named Discriminative Sparse Graph Embedding (DSGE). Its improvements focus on two aspects. First, we respectively introduce the intra-class compactness constraint and inter-class compactness constraint in the procedure of adjacent graph construction for enhancing all the precision of intrinsic adjacent graph and penalty adjacent graph. Second, we respectively add the global intra-class distribution constraint and global inter-class distribution constraint into the intra-class scatter and inter-class scatter for seeking an optimal subspace in which samples in intra-classes are as compact as possible, while samples in inter-classes are as separable as possible. Thus, by combining the local neighborhood information with the global distribution information, DSGE outperforms the existing related methods on unconstrained face recognition. This conclusion is verified by extensive experiments on four face databases. In the future, we would try to introduce the feature representations into sparse subspace learning, especially DL-based features. 
